
Our growing company is searching for experienced candidates for the position of
commerce architect. We appreciate you taking the time to review the list of
qualifications and to apply for the position. If you don’t fill all of the qualifications,
you may still be considered depending on your level of experience.

Responsibilities for commerce architect

Develop custom solutions and interfaces leveraging the Sitecore platform –
both Content and Commerce
Lead and Manage project scrums to ensure quality in delivery and process
Coach and mentor junior technical resources on Sitecore Commerce projects
Ensure alignment between IT and business realms
Collaborate with Rightpoint team in helping clients to identify and implement
the right solution
Cover a broad range of enterprise needs including, but not limited to
technical architecture strategy, technical architecture patterns, technical
principles, technical architecture design, business architecture, and IT
governance
Cover a broad range of business needs including, but not limited to mission
statement, value proposition, business strategy, business functions, and
business processes
Provide expertise and support to the multiple NetSuite Sales teams engaging
on eCommerce opportunities, lead scoping calls and solution definition to
recommend best-fit offerings
Manage expectations, design and estimate the best solutions for new
prospects and customers
Actively participate on the delivery of those eCommerce projects, supporting
the Delivery team to be aligned on the initial solution ensure solution
alignment with what was sold
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Partner with 3rd party vendors, offshore development team and E-Commerce
team to manage and maintain production code releases it’s stability
Basic knowledge in Campaign Management/Marketing Automation software
vendor
Experience in SOA architecture desired
Provides leadership to consultants through knowledge sharing, consulting
tool and training material creation and on-site shadowing
Strong negotiation skills required for effective engagement management, in
which both the interests of the customer and Sterling Commerce must be
accurately represented and win-win resolutions reached
Expert business and technical skills that must be kept up-to-date, often from
learning on the fly


